REMOTE PRODUCTION
Save money, centralise resources and improve
workflows for your live event broadcasts

You can't broadcast everything from a studio. But with the right
remote production technology workflows in place, you can
gain numerous advantages when you capture your live video from
any location and then deliver it back to your main production
facility. It won't matter if you're broadcasting from atop a
mountain, in a farmyard — anywhere!
With remote production, you can gain efficiency, agility and
savings. Send a small team to your event with minimal, easy-touse high quality, reliable video contribution equipment and keep
your centralised team of broadcast tech experts at your fully
equipped studio where they can work on several productions at
once. And all while you expand the quality of your productions by
capturing video content from people and places that you couldn’t
previously cover.
IP technology infrastructure has accelerated the use of Remote
Production, and Zest Technologies has the solutions you need
for broadcast contribution, return feeds and monitoring:
Latest video codec technologies; HEVC, H264
Upgradeable to 4K/UHD from HD
Portable appliance or multi-channel chassis
SRT, Zixi, RTMP, TS, RTP, RTSP support
ST2110 uncompressed delivery interfaces

Contact us today to discuss your needs.
Ask about our demo kits available
during your evaluation.

T: +44 (0) 1420 370370
E: info@zest-technologies.co.uk
W: www.zest-technologies.co.uk

Advantages of remote
production
You need only send a
small crew out to
operate equipment
Keep your tech
experts in the studio
overseeing multiple
events
Easy to use, portable
and quick to setup

Reliable technology
that is flexible to use
across any event

Great video quality

Low latency
Use your resource
savings to expand the
number of events you
can cover

ABOUT ZEST TECHNOLOGIES
We're dedicated to the highest levels of product knowledge
and expertise combined with on-going world-class service
you can trust.
Zest Technologies provides professional video contribution solutions and service offerings to some of the
biggest organisations in the UK and around the world. We are partnered with the leading providers of bestin-class products and services, including NTT Electronics, Haivision, Broadcast Wireless Solutions, and
Vitec.
The Zest team brings to you a solid foundation of video technology expertise and a strong reputation for
dependable, quality service. We provide local, personalised service and support when and where you need
it. We are an open, honest and solution-driven organisation that sets a requirement to continually meet
the highest standard of service. Your trust in us is vital, and we continually strive to earn it and keep it.
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